
In the last decade, different countries and governance levels have in-
stitutionalised several participatory mechanisms through a wide range of 
diverse regulatory practices. This paper focuses on how and to what extent 
various forms of regulation drive creativity and incentives, or generate 
stiffness which risk to atrophy and jeopardise participatory processes’ 
capacity to create substantive forms of citizens’ engagement in policymak-
ing. The authors propose some reflections on the «liaisons dangereuses» 
between the guarantee of continuity and the risks of ritualisation and 
ossification of the various forms of participatory processes’ regulation, 
and on their ability to establish themselves as permanent innovative 
laboratories of creativity, spaces of responsibilisation of different actors 
towards common interests and resilience, and adaptability of procedures.

1. Introduction

Academic and grey literature converge in recognising that partici-
patory processes need permanent creativity, adaptivity, self-assessment 
and resilient behaviours to create dynamics of self-responsibilisation 
of different actors and spaces of social accountability with significative 
and concrete impacts on the transformation of real socio-political envi-
ronments1. In this perspective, the effects and impacts on policies (and 
representative institutions’ change) of any attempt to institutionalise 
participatory processes (through a wide range of formal acts and legal 
formats) remain ambiguous, if we try to read their capacity to incentivise 
and/or stabilise those practices. In the following paragraphs, this article 
will focus on different regulatory patterns that favour such «stabilisation» 
or extend participation’s capacity to root itself into organisational settings 
of democratic regimes.
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Our inductive analysis is an overview of different ways that «the law» 
(in lato sensu as a wide range of institutionalised and institutionalising 
measures) shows when interacting with the broad notion of «citizens 
participation». We argue that there is an asymmetry of which actors and 
stakeholders can «activate» and «trigger» participatory arenas, and such 
imbalances of power can hinder their transformative potential. Unless 
the framework is hinged on collective rights that absorb the «imperative 
to participation»2, which values the role of civic engagement far beyond 
its «instrumental capacity» of supporting and guiding public policies, 
recognising – instead – that, first of all, participation is an essential 
epistemological space of discovery and leverage to promote community 
cohesion. The examples used in the article (taken from countries which 
have significant experiences in participatory practices) have been selected 
for their capacity of significatively represent the different phenomena 
illustrated in fig. 2: a further criteria was that of having been already the 
object of some published reflexive analysis, as the space of this overview 
does not allow to describe in detail the complexity of new cases.

2. A fundamental right in the Constitutional State?

In the Encyclopaedia of Law, U. Allegretti3 highlighted at least 14 con-
current uses that social sciences propose for «participatory democracy» 
in Western contexts. The clusters of meaning encompass very different 
dynamics, referred to representative democracy functioning (including 
taking part in acts related to direct democracy), as to society’s self-organ-
ising capacity to interact with political/administrative institutions, and 
even the active use of subjective rights provided by public administrative 
procedures (such as the access to administrative documents).

In between these poles, the word «participation» is increasingly 
used to depict specific arenas which are imagined as a bridge between 
representative institutions and the inhabitants of specific territories: 
spaces of interaction, which are conceived as a «non-state public 
sphere»4 where citizens could «have access to the State without medi-
ations» while «maintaining their autonomy». Often defined as «dem-
ocratic innovations»5, these practices well depict how the concept of 
participation constantly crosses the notion of democracy and others as 
citizenship, subsidiarity and cooperation, with overlapping areas and 
different meanings depending on contexts and cultural perspectives 
from which one can read them6.
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In the State of Democratic Rule of Law, constitutions are usually based 
on the principle of popular sovereignty, the protection of fundamental 
rights, and strengthening democracy. These texts often merge legal mech-
anisms of representative, semi-direct and participatory democracy that 
guarantee the right to universal suffrage, individual participation through 
plebiscites and referendums, and procedural participation as a right to 
act and a right to join associations and trade unions.

In some cases, participation is integrated into a vision of social trans-
formation entrusted to the Republic, as happens in the art. 3 of Italian 
Constitution, linked to the tasks of full development of the human being 
(provided for in art. 2)7 and democratisation of power. In this perspective, 
participation appears intimately associated with the growth of awareness 
about citizenship, and related to the principle of subsidiarity, which af-
fects «the external border of the institutions and involves the relationship 
between them, citizens and society»8. Thus, citizen participation can be 
viewed as one of the Republic’s objectives to guarantee freedom, and as 
a tool to implement equality and dignity in society9.

In other cases, as in Portugal (where art. 2 of the Constitution states 
that «deepening participatory democracy» is a central task of the State 
of the Rule of Law), the relation of mutual complementarity established 
between State competencies and the activation of participatory process-
es is explicit. Despite this, for decades, little has been done to reshape 
institutions in a way that could fulfil such a central principle10 until the 
culture of many local institutions changed and several experiences were 
promoted, which translated this abstract principle into concrete facts11. 
Possibly, if – slowly – changes are being made, this is because represent-
ative democracy’s crisis growingly exposes problems of representation 
as a form of government12. The model of liberal democracy, based on the 
principle of majority rule, electoral systems and representation, fails to 
meet the demands for accountability and multiple identities and needs 
diverse social actors13, configuring what Bobbio named as «undelivered 
promises of democracy»14.

The lack of representation of several social actors in the public sphere 
and the growing heterogeneity of society raise a discussion about political 
representation and voting rights not constituting commitment (and a 
social contract between representatives and the represented) that would 
transcend as an instrument for the spontaneous choice of representatives. 
It ends up being a mere competition system for political power among 
some groups15. Therefore, advocates of participatory democracy under-
line «the importance of responsible citizenship through participation in 
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the political and decision-making process, considering participation as 
a fundamental right of the components of society»16. In the same sense, 
Allegretti considers that «[…] participation and participatory democracy 
[should] be considered not only as contents of an ‘objective’ principle 
that govern political and administrative decision-making procedures, 
but also as contents of a real and proper ‘subjective right’ in the form 
of a fundamental individual right – which could restore the traditional 
conception of a citizens’ political activity as the true expression of a fun-
damental (political) right»17.

Considering that institutions of representative democracy can legiti-
mately decide (despite the crisis of political parties and elective assemblies 
reveal their growing inability to intercept the citizens’ needs and difficul-
ties in communicating with the real recipients of public policies18), a crisis 
of effectiveness and efficiency and a crisis of consensus becomes visible19. 
Therefore, a periodic electoral verification is not enough, as permanent 
mediation opportunities and channels among politics, institutions and 
society often appear opaque or obstructed. Moreover, society itself does 
not seem to find effective spaces for the collective representation of its 
differentiated interests, and seldom results in a straightforward, non-con-
tradictory linear social question20.

Enjoying rights achieved by a democratic State also means being able 
to exercise them directly. As Allegretti points out, democracy consists 
of many interconnected and increasingly complex elements; therefore, 
participation is crucial in democratic experience, playing the role of a 
principle which legitimises decisions21. This is also exemplified by the 
Council of Europe, when stating that «the right of citizens to participate 
in the conduct of public affairs is one of the democratic principles that 
is shared by all member states of the Council of Europe […]. This right 
shall be exercised by assemblies of citizens, referendums or any other 
form of direct citizen participation where it is permitted by statute»22.

Nevertheless, in the face of existing practices, there is still a long road 
ahead for this right to become part of the form of State (constitutionally 
guaranteed) rather than part of the form of government. Thus, when 
offered, spaces of participation still look as a sort of «concession», given 
via «discretionary actions of elected public powers – when they want, 
and to the extent they want»23. As Valastro summarised: «without rules 
there can be no method», although without the latter «there can be no 
guarantees of the effectiveness of the participation but only good practices 
entrusted to contingent political sensitivities»24.
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3. Different ways of regulating participatory processes: a brief 
overview

3.1 Leading with a polysemic concept

The large family of participatory practices, usually named «demo-
cratic innovations» (DIs), is a hybrid outcome of cross-fertilisation and 
cross-pollination processes among repeated global experiences with a 
vast range of names and tools (i.e., participatory budgeting, participa-
tory/integrated planning, town meetings, public debates, etc.). Also, they 
include a sub-family of deliberative practices – such as citizens juries or 
panels, planungzelle, deliberative polls and other «mini-publics»25 – that 
aim to improve the argumentative quality of civic participation and the 
effectiveness of interactions between lay and expert knowledge26.

Literature has been considering these forms as «participation by invita-
tion»27 because they are often initiated or «conceded» by public (or private) 
institutions that are aware of how the crisis of perceived legitimacy and 
authoritativeness of representative democracy affects their functionality, 
efficiency and effectiveness, and to what extent they could compensate, if 
not revert, such losses28. However, literature today tends to recognise as 
«democratic innovations» also several processes of a bottom-up origin 
(which Blas & Ibarra29 name as «participation by irruption» and Gaventa 
labels as «claimed spaces»30) that try to reach and stabilise structural forms 
of constructive dialogue between grassroot dynamics and representative 
structures of decision-making, via the creation of institutionally recog-
nised procedures and more informal spaces of negotiation31.

In Fig. 1 above, the left side shows the coexistence of such meanings 
with another Southern/Meridian perspective32 of citizens’ participation, 
mainly suggested by the practices of indigenous cultures and commu-
nitarian forms of democracy external to mainstream Western-centric 
modernity33. Thus, the pluriverse of meanings embedded in the notion 
of participation enlarges. In fact, it enters a domain of relational practices 
embedded in communities’ construction of everyday life34, or those forms 
of alliances for negotiated solidarity known as «insurgent practices»35, 
characterised by a reduced level of awareness about their socio-political 
transformation capacity36. In this perspective, the traditional «instru-
mental value» of participation (as a supporting tool for policymaking) 
shrinks. Simultaneously, its epistemological role and capacity to affirm the 
mutual recognition and the coexistence of bodies as an initial condition 
for cognition and emancipation increases37.
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Fig. 1 - Participation as a complex and polysemic notion: its 
different domains of action

Indeed, such a wide range of diverse meanings place the polysemic 
notion of participation at a crossroad, where it risks becoming a buzzword 
due to the impoverishing contents generated by political rhetoric’s misus-
es. Such complexity impacts how regulatory frameworks interact with the 
notion, revealing a very different capacity to activate concrete processes 
and cultural shifts, consolidate and multiply pre-existing practices, or 
even damage them.

3.2 Ambiguities and potentials of «regulating participation»

Regulatory acts which seek to make participation happen and root it 
into specific contexts, usually consist of activating a participatory proce-
dure. Under this perspective, the act of «regulating» has different forms, 
such as laws, decrees, statute, regulation, bylaw, explanatory circulars 
about due procedures, the establishment of a subject (a department, an 
authority or a deliberative or consultative council) or the deliberation of 
principles in the executive or legislative organs (from constitutions to 
local statutes). The same budgetary acts (when they include provisional 
funding which can make the organisation of a participatory or deliberative 
arena more effective and articulate) are fundamental tools for regulating 
participation, even if they formally do not describe how and/or to what 
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extent it will have to take place. They encompass a vital role in recognising 
participation in policymaking and building the public sphere at large: as 
participation needs resources to take place with fairness and incisiveness, 
and its presence in governance systems start to be recognised as a sub-
stantive engine for enlarging and consolidating governance.

Regulatory acts (with different levels of contents) can be undertaken for 
(and by) virtually any governmental level, according to national rules and 
socio-institutional cultures where explicit constitutional guarantees are in 
place. Hence, any public organisation is authorised to establish a participatory 
practice, as it is a democratic institution. The plurality of legal sources through 
which one can regulate participation may generate conflicts of competence, 
but the latter – as happened in Apulia in 2018, when the Constitutional Court 
partially amended the Law on Participation – can also play as an opportunity 
to remark the indispensable contribution of participatory and deliberative 
practices to the State of the rule of Law38.

When participatory processes are institutionalised, it can be for rec-
ognition that facilitates investments in them, or to explicitly transform 
these arenas into a «stabilised part» of government structure: this can 
increase formal ties between participatory/deliberative processes results 
and their capacity of impacting the decision-making process. Also, it adds 
new layers of complexity to the enforceability of the rights that practices 
configure39 and can drive them into a direction that allows reframing 
the State action based on a «deliberative vision of democracy»40, as a 
permanent dialogue between representative structures and deliberative 
and participatory spaces. Coupling the two in a combined vision would 
multiply the number of spaces that help to hold all fundamental institutes 
of democracy (i.e., parties and intermediary bodies of civil society) more 
accountable, increase their responsiveness, foster a better quality of argu-
mentation in discussing policy measures, aid policies in overcoming the 
limits posed by their tendential approach to follow the «administrative 
theory of needs»41 and reach the effectiveness and transformative capacity 
of different actors and behavioural patterns.

Whether «regulation» can be a creative/funding act which, ex nihilo, 
can generate and activate adequate and strong participatory settings has 
a complex and never-univocal answer. Results differ in time and space, 
depending on different traditions and participatory cultures, as political 
conjunctures that make participation seem an «imperative»42 or just an 
«added value» but not an indispensable one…

In most countries where a wide range of complementary and effective 
practices exist, we can observe the process through three steps: 1) consti-
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tution assumes participation as a central value of the State of the Rule of 
Law; 2) the gradual stabilisation of concrete experiences of participatory 
spaces and institutions favour different regulatory provisions (mostly 
bylaws and local forms of deliberative acts); 3) a slow process of consol-
idation through scattered legal measures of superior hierarchical value, 
which often operate in single territories or policy sectors, increasing the 
visibility and enforceability of de facto procedures of civic engagement 
which gradually consubstantiate into de iure rights.

The second step is fundamental but still non-sufficient for building 
political willpower of enforcing legal measures that make participation 
due. In many countries/cultures, the juridical field (including the academ-
ic milieu) tend to ignore all praxes that are not already regulated by law, 
even if they are the object of significative investments by policies, projects 
and polity in general. However, the existence and multiplication of such 
practices are pivotal in reducing their intermittence and dependence on 
elected officials’ discretionary and increasing sustainability and scope. It 
can reduce the perception of lawmakers that participatory arenas reduce 
institutions’ power, unveiling to what extent they can contribute to their 
increased authoritativeness during a crisis of legitimacy. Possibly, it is the 
only way for lawmakers to invest in measures that reinforce State-rec-
ognition of participation through legal acts, which can consolidate their 
diffusion, legitimacy and strength. Only a new injection of political may 
sustain the virtuous circle between participatory/deliberative arrange-
ments’ success and the strengthening of institutions that are in favour of 
formally allocating new spaces for participation43. Conversely, de-consti-
tutionalisation can occur44 as in Bolivia’s case, where the provisions in the 
2009 Constitution which granted «demo-diversity»45 and deep dialogue 
between tools of representative, direct and participatory democracy and 
communitarian traditions of indigenous democracies have been ignored, 
neutralising the decolonising potentials of the Magna Carta. In this case, 
the «incomplete proceduralisation» made a generic call to respect vari-
ated pre-existing civic engagement traditions, but did not enforce their 
experimentation, which was not translated into respectful practices by 
any willpower.

In the last two decades, public debate about limiting participation 
opportunities has focused on the need to guarantee participation as a 
right that must be enforced, regardless of policy-makers political will – so 
granting practices despite political overturns. On the other side the risk of 
hyper-proceduralism, ossifying and bureaucratising participation, caging 
it inside modalities that are slower to evolve than the actors who take part 
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in concrete participatory processes. So, they become empty formulas 
that generate frustration, as they are regarded by public officials as mere 
mandatory pre-requirements, in a formalist tick-the-box approach, not 
centred on effectiveness – and incisiveness-based perspectives.

Brazil’s case illustrates both situations. Different laws on Policy 
Councils saved many of President Bolsonaro attempts to abolish citizens’ 
interference in political decision-making46. In contrast, many municipal-
ities violated the imperative provided by the 2001 Law on the Statute of 
the City to shape local masterplans with citizens participation, creating 
fake or light consultations to fulfil formal requirements. In both cases, 
the existence of stated rights for citizens participation allowed different 
courts (although commonly considered a barely progressive power in 
Brazil) to restore the obligations of real and meaningful participation, 
for example, blocking the approval of masterplans of Salvador, São Paulo 
or Florianòpolis. This experience reveals that participation regulation is 
necessary, but slow to produce constructive effects, unless coupled with 
a strong political will.

3.3 Clustering some regulatory measures

Literature has made few attempts to identify and categorise the diverse 
patterns followed to regulate participation47, considering that different 
types of measures are often overlapped or combined. We argue that the 
most usual form to guarantee participation is including mandatory re-
quirements, as a condition for validity, in sectorial regulations such as 
urban planning, environmental, health or housing policies. Consequently, 
creating participatory mechanisms to support specific processes (ad hoc 
practices) but rarely linked with other sectors or participatory practices. 
In other cases, citizens’ engagement is guaranteed as a constitutive part 
of policymaking (included, in some cases, the budgeting procedures48), 
even not as mandatory. Often, those who had no constitutional prerog-
atives for creating their statutes (i.e., municipalities in Portugal) created 
Charters of Principles or Ethical Charters (in Lisbon, Cascais or Lagos) 
where several inviolable rules for the processes are stated. Thus, the proce-
dural regulations can be reviewed yearly (as they need to evolve fast) but 
remain within the values and limits established by those documents. For 
instance, the Network of Participatory Local Authorities of Portugal (RAP) 
members, in 2017, collectively built a Charter of Quality for Participatory 
Budgets49, translated into a System of Evaluation for quality levels50 in June 
2020. When evident, this «constitutional-like approach» allows a wide 
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spectrum of actions (not necessarily legally bounding) that establish a 
sort of hierarchy of commitments to grant participation in policymaking. 
It establishes values that can orient more flexible transformation of pro-
cedural rules, designs and organisational architectures, avoiding binding 
them into difficult procedures for upgrading and updating them, which 
could risk to reduce their effectiveness and authoritativeness rapidly.

A less frequent and more exigent alternative institutionalisation in-
centivises participation by promoting and supporting its implementation, 
creating departments or authorities, possibly allocating specific funding 
and human resources. Still not frequent, these enact as a guarantor of 
the right-to-participation enforcement, as an activator of processes and 
a figure that brings a «third party» approach, or even «equiproximity» 
(an approach proposed by Luigi Bobbio to counterbalance a cold «neu-
trality-based» perspective51).

Such institutions are founded and maintained in very diverse ways 
and have different levels of commitments. For the National level, the 
Commission of Public Debate (CNDP) of France52 is one example, which 
has a granted a pot of resources assigned to function and exert a coercive 
authority on several public (and private-based) decision-making process-
es53, and is a model of almost-independent authorities. Nevertheless, its 
privileged link with the executive branch of institutional powers can re-
duce its authoritativeness. At provincial and metropolitan scales, examples 
as BAPE of Quebec54 and the Office of Public Consultation of Montreal 
(OCPM55) have similar advantages and limits to CNDP56. In fact, they 
are also tied to the Executives, so that their acts are seen by many not as 
an expression of independence, although their budgets, established by 
laws or bylaws, guarantee them a certain level of freedom and «distance» 
from representative powers.

The Regional Authority for the Guarantee and Promotion of Partici-
pation of Tuscany (APP57) has a stronger legitimacy-base (being named 
by the Regional Assembly, including the opposition). However, it is di-
minished by not being able to impose public debates on infrastructures 
to the private sector and not having a pre-assigned budget, which oscil-
lates according to the Assembly Presidency’s will, directly impacting its 
functioning and the number of participatory/deliberative processes it can 
annually promote. Paradoxically, many independent authorities prove 
weaker than more «embedded figures» (i.e., the Technical Guarantor of 
Emilia Romagna Region58, which is a top-level civil servant, articulating 
the work on participation with the Legislative Assembly). In fact, they tend 
to be viewed as «enemies» and «administrative burdens» by executive/
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legislative powers, which try to bypass their role and rarely cooperate with 
them for the sake of affirming a real cross-cutting culture of participation 
across sectors and administrative levels.

The Foundation for Urban Innovation (FIU), a non-profit private 
legal entity founded by the City and the University of Bologna, provides a 
different model. An evolution of the former Urban Center, it is supported 
by major local stakeholders in the city (which contributes to its budget, 
partially self-funded via participation to EU research and innovation 
actions), being that this composition serves to reinforce its «third party» 
approach, as a plural autonomous stakeholder in the local panorama. 
Perceived as both internal and external actor, FIU is an interesting ex-
ample, especially for its responsibility in managing the Regulation on 
Collaboration Between Citizens and the City for the Care and Regen-
eration of Urban Common (2014), which represent an innovative legal 
and administrative framework for citizens’ collective action. It embeds a 
series of «pre-formatted» and legally verified models of agreements for 
citizens (e.g., informal social gatherings around a specific space or service) 
to care for urban commons in Bologna. This type of regulatory provision 
(currently existing in more than 235 cities)59 is a ground-breaking solu-
tion in reducing administrative/legal obstacles, which often are the most 
effective barriers to participatory innovation inside the often «inertial» 
public administrations.

Such examples of institutions, created to incentivise participation, 
clarifies how the enforcement of substantive rights to «significative par-
ticipation»60 relays in the capacity of catalysing and leveraging energies, 
reducing obstacles and consolidating the will for experimentation in 
specific contexts and conjunctures.

Therefore, the width of the scope of regulatory frameworks can variate, 
as can their importance in term of formalisation and capacity of interven-
ing in a specific sector of State action or in the activation of cross-cutting 
dynamics, where the right to participation operates as a guiding principle. 
Some experiences show that even mono-sectoral/thematic provisions 
can act as wedges, which gradually allow the centrality of participatory 
principles to extend into more sectors and broader policies: it is the case 
of Tuscany, where since 199561, the legal framework on Territorial and 
Urban Management has been exploring a gradual increase in understand-
ing what participation implies, how and to what extent it increases the 
effectiveness of governance and the sustainability of planning acts and 
rulemaking. Starting from a corner position, the positive effects (visibly 
reflected in bolder attention to participation pervasiveness in the trans-
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forming legal framework of the initial sector of experimentation) have 
been gaining more room in regional policies, through a cross-sectoral law 
(nº 69/2007) that had a long process of co-writing and extended societal 
debate62, which allowed it to conceive participation as a cross-sectoral 
principle, albeit not managing to transform it into a new «administrative 
culture». This incremental expansion was interrupted, as the support 
of the political will diminish, and some «feuds of action» – among the 
Legislative Assembly and the Executive – took shape, possibly shrinking 
the capacity of the new regional Law on participation (n. 46/2013) – to 
permeate a large set of policies in a coordinate way63.

The legal «coverage» financial solidity provided to the promotion of 
participation is a central discriminating factor consolidating its culture 
and reaching incisiveness and effectiveness, visualising democratic in-
novations as authoritative institutes of democracy. Hence, it is also an 
indicator of the real political will advancing in recognising centrality to 
participation and recognition. Frequently, institutions show «shy» formal 
support to participation, justified for risk of instrumentalisation by oppo-
sitions, media or public opinion; consequently, they reduce investments 
in organisation, publicity and facilitation of democratic innovations (as 
if one could promote participation without professional commitment). 
Support to participatory practices end up being hidden behind generic 
budget-entries in sectors as communication or culture, giving no official 
recognition to the diligent work done by the personnel involved in par-
ticipatory activities.

Thus, laws and regulations must state financial support to expand the 
quality and quantity of democratic innovations, starting from sectors 
(i.e., health, infrastructures, territorial management) where participation 
is already acknowledged as a fundamental contribution to governance 
policymaking. Could it be possible, for example, devoting a percentu-
al budget of general costs related to projects and policies for granting 
democratic innovations connected to them? This general rule would 
grant (at least in those sectors) a principle of concreate «executability», 
readable as serious enforcement of rights to participation, regardless of 
the discretionary endorsement (or not) by political representatives who 
are in power.

It seems that, in the cases where is established a combined legal and 
financial upstream commitment of State institutions, democratic innova-
tions can better respond to a holistic vision and more complex approaches, 
which can expand their capacity to improve the quality of democratic 
institutions. It is the case of Citizens’Initiative Reviews (CIR), a hybrid 
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model of deliberative mini-publics (adopted as a State policy by Oregon 
and Massachusetts in the USA64) that work on local and State referenda 
to elaborate with citizens meaningful and balanced peer-to-peer spaces 
of information, that prevent trivialisation and reductionism of the yes/no 
formula. Their contribution expands the State’s role from merely granting 
the vote to happen to foster a higher quality of deliberation for voters65; 
and public investments strongly support it.

Possibly, to increase DIs’capacity to improve their quality and positive 
impacts gradually over time, institutions must consider the need for struc-
tures for monitoring and assessment (such as mixed policy observatories). 
In fact, the multidimensional evaluation of effects on actors, policies, and 
democratic spirit can trigger a virtuous circle of the positive interaction 
between representative institutions and participatory initiatives. However, 
it requires specific investments and a «third party» observation stand-
point66. Cases of State investments trying to diffuse a participatory culture, 
such as the Law on Deliberative Poll in Mongolia, the Law on Solecki Fund 
of 2009 in Poland to support participatory budgets in rural communes, 
or the Regional Sicilian Law 5/2014 (renewed in 2018 in order to make 
it mandatory for municipalities to use for fueling participatory budget a 
fixed percentage of regional transfers to them), all failed to monitor and 
assess their performance. The lack of similar structures does not allow 
to properly value the impacts of the investments done, while providing 
significant funds to incentivise participation: a missed opportunity to 
distinguish to what extent a programme of incentives fosters real and 
concrete practices of participation or, conversely, just hollow and soulless 
answers to formal legal requirements.

Finally, it is worth stressing a few cases in which a legal framework 
related to participation provides opportunities for citizens to require from 
bottom-up activation of participatory processes, i.e., collecting a certain 
number of signatures – as is in the case of the institutive bylaw of OPCM 
in Montreal, or the Tuscany Law 46/2013 on participation (especially 
to what refers to the activation of Public Debates). In France, the last 
modification of the Law on Public Debates (2016) incorporates a similar 
perspective (named pouvoir de interpellation citoyenne). However, the 
parallel proposal presented by the French Platform of Alliance Citoyenne 
(which demanded to establish a fixed percentage of funding dedicated 
to parties, for the activation and conduction of grassroots participatory 
processes), was ignored by the French President and Parliament67. The 
case of Sicily shows that, even when their role is not formally part of reg-
ulatory arrangements, citizens initiatives can complete the institutional 
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structure created to promote participation. In fact, in Sicily – where since 
2014 a regional law incentivises participatory budgeting-like practices 
at municipal level through a specific funding chapter68 – a monitoring 
system of the quality of participatory practices has been not set in place 
by the government, despite the need to be returned the resources not 
spent accordingly to participative prerequisite set in 2018; but in 2021 a 
series of civic groups – coordinated by the «Libellula» NGO – created a 
monitoring website called «Let’s spend them together»69, that acts as an 
indispensable grassroots watchdog, using the open data obligations of 
local authorities and an analysis of local media.

Fig. 2 - Ideal types of regulatory interventions about 
participatory practices

In fig. 2, a sort of Weberian guidance-scheme70 allows to imagine 
where it could be possible to locate those examples which we presented 
in this section and in the previous paragraphs, along with others which 
expand into the type of situations in which the construction of regulatory 
frameworks (i.e., «the law» lato sensu) could affect the functioning of 
participatory practices as their outcomes/impacts.

Gradually, there has been a convergence of positions on the fact that 
«light» forms of regulation71 can better balance the formal recognition of 
citizens’right to have a direct say and/or a vote on decision-making proce-
dures. Flexibility is part of the ontology of any process of social dialogue, 
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which must be resilient and readapt not only to the conjunctural changes 
of the sociocultural and political-economic milieu where perceptions of 
participants are formed72. The latter, indeed, are pivotal in a perspective 
of a socially-constructed reality73 where trust-building between citizens 
and institutions is constitutive of the solidity and the authoritativeness 
of institutions, and of the participative institutes themselves.

As Santos & Avritzer put it74, a certain «distance» needs to accompany 
the collaboration between democratic innovations and representative 
institutions, as a bond which is too-tight (or an ancillary/subservient 
position) can foster that «double disease of liberal democracy» where 
citizens do not commit to participatory/deliberative practices, because 
these practices are too dependent on elected officials and bureaucratic 
structures which citizens do not trust. Consequently, democratic inno-
vations’ incisiveness appears limited, and civic engagement looks like 
a waste of energy, worthy only for those who already have their more 
effective «channels of incidence» at work to have their interests heard 
and incorporated in traditional decision-making.

4. An open conclusion

Our inductive analysis has been conceived as an overview of different 
ways that «the law» (intended lato sensu as a wide range of institution-
alised and institutionalising measures, from constitutional one to local 
bylaws, which can activate and/or consolidate different initiative of social 
dialogue) shows when interacting with the broad notion of «citizens 
participation». We took into account that – according to a large literature 
which converge on depicting its growing complexity – the notion of civic 
participation encompasses not only meanings that are strictly related to 
socio-political struggles and management fields, but also «pre-political» 
actions and behaviours which are indispensable for preparing different 
actors to relate to «the political».

In the activation and consolidation of DIs, clues emerge about the 
asymmetric relationships existing between «the force of will» and «the 
force of law»75, the first being somehow indispensable for the conception 
of all the existing sound experiences, and the second seeming necessary 
but not sufficient. Arguably, the force of law has levels of enforcement, 
which can intervene at any time: it comprises constitutional frames and 
wide regulatory provision within whose margins DIs can manoeuvre 
(by referring to values and principles which exist even in regimes which 
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are only formally democracies). In contrast, regulatory frameworks can 
encompass measures which can incentivise the diffusion of participa-
tory culture (in sectors and/or scales of institutional activity), to favour 
investments, increase incisiveness of outputs, strengthen the capacity of 
different actors to enforce their rights to take part in decision-making, 
and to make participation mandatory, and its results are binding.

The relationship between participatory practices and representative 
democracy cannot be ignored: because the first operates within the 
boundaries established by the latter, but also because the DIs’ functioning 
clarifies that imitative formats that use representational patterns to pro-
mote participation do not necessarily work in environments where not 
only is there widespread discredit which weakens State institutions, but 
where the evolution of individualist societies cast doubts on every form 
of representation of interest which does not include the formal possibility 
to involve each citizen as an individual, if s/he wants and commits to that. 
Therefore, it is crucial that every legal framework established to regulate 
DIs should foster a cultural transition in decision-making patterns and 
possibly promote hybrid forms of social dialogue (not merely top-down) 
or where systems of different channels are the best-performing solution76.

As Boaventura Santos claimed77, if we want to head toward a New Legal 
Common Sense where the law can increase its «emancipatory» – instead of 
merely regulatory – role, possibly the debates around participation and about 
how and to what extent legal provisions (in their extremely wide and diverse 
scope) can promote and secure conditions of permanent political mobiliza-
tion around the expansion and intensification of democracy and defence of 
democratic goods, will prove a central field of action for the future.
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